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Check Your Knowledge

Multiple Choice Copy the num6
tence below on a sheet of paper. Choose the letter
of the answer that best completes the statement or
answers the question.
- .I. Why do car drivers have responsibility
, :: avoiding collisions with motorcyclists?
(a) Cars need less stopping distance.
(b) Motorcycles maneuver more easily.
(c) Car drivers have more protection.
(d) Motorcyclists have less experience.
5. Which of the following is NOT a safe practice
for bicyclists?
(a) wearing a helmet
!B
(b) obeying signs, signals, and traffic laws pdy#i
..-;:fi
(c) having reflectors on bicycles
(d) listening to music with head

Review Vocab u k ~
Copy the number of each de
Match the definition in list A with the term
defines in list B;.
List A
7. two-wheeled vehicle that can be driven either
with a motor or pedal
8. large b l d - s p o t areas where mtck drives
c m o t see other vehicles
9. items a motorcyclist wears to p ~ o t e dhead,
eyes, and body
10. truck that has a -p a w e a tractor that pulls a
separate trailer
11. large vehicle used for pleasure md tzavel
12.-type of tractor trailer commonly c d e d an
"eighteen wheeler"

Bg

recreational vehlde
protective equipment
tractor-semitrailer

3. When meeting a truck on a two-lane road,

(a) flash your headlights.
%~=.&
:
z
(b) pull off the road and stop. 2
(c)
move to lane position 3 and drive straight
.
...- -. ahead.
cd) move to lane position 1 and slow down.
<.

Think Critical
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Completion Copy the number of each senten$'';
below. After each number, write the word or words
p..s
that complete the sentence correctly.
4. To reduce risk of collision, motorcyclist^/, ,
should increase their
.
5. Users of mopeds have limited speed and

.,,

6. Many collisions involving pedestrians occu
~ o s s w a l k and
s intersections in
.
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Write a paragraph to answer each quedcm.
1. Why is it importailt for drivers of four-wheel
vehicles to use the IPDE Process when encorntering two-wheel vehicles?
2 Discuss ~e hedifferent
wPysin which rain
snow affect pedestrians and motarqdsts;
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